November 2019 CoreNet Update

Did You Know?

**Chapter of the Year**
At the CoreNet Global Awards Dinner held in Anaheim, CA on October 22, 2019. The Carolinas Chapter received the Chapter of the Year for Large/Mega Chapters. Members from our board attended the dinner and were there to accept the award. Thank you to each and every board member, committee member, sponsor and chapter member.

**Sponsorship**
The Carolinas CoreNet Chapter is grateful for our 2019 Sponsors. Our sponsors allow us to host great events and educational programs for our members and CRE community. The Sponsorship Committee will be reaching out to our current sponsors and prospective sponsors to support our chapter in the 2020 year to continue bringing fantastic experiences to our members and be the indispensable resource for Corporate Real Estate professionals in the Carolinas. If you have any questions, please contact carolinas@corenetglobal.org.

**Renewal Information**
Being a part of the Carolinas Chapter provides you with access to information you need and the opportunity to connect with other members that understand where you're coming from and what you're looking to learn. Renew your membership in the month of November and receive a Starbucks gift card by using the code GCNOV19.

**2019 CoreNet Global Summit**
We had a great turnout of 95 members of our Carolinas Chapter attended the CoreNet Global Summit in Anaheim, California. We would also like to congratulate our chapter members who received their MCR designations at the Summit. All presentations from the Global Summit are now available as recorded sessions in the Knowledge Center.

Upcoming Events

**Carolinas CORE Awards**
Time is running out. Don't miss out on this opportunity to celebrate the many
exciting ways our members are Changing the Carolinas!

Artificial Intelligence and its Impact on the Built Environment
Confused about AI and the future impact on our buildings and businesses? Join us for an interactive discussion on this emerging technology. Our panel of industry experts will explore how AI is already being implemented in Audio Visual, Security, Energy, Indoor Environmental Quality, Space Utilization, and Construction.

Raleigh Networking with a Mission
Carolinas Chapter is seeking passionate individuals who want to make a positive difference to the homeless in our local community! We encourage all of you to join us for our Networking with A Cause Event and help make a positive impact for those who will be experiencing homelessness this cold winter in Wake County.

CoreNet Carolinas Calendar of Events
We have a great lineup of events scheduled for 2019 so please check out our website Calendar of Events for more information and we look forward to seeing you soon!

Past Events

Urban Axes Networking Event
Our October Networking in Durham was an exciting and unique experience where our members and colleagues were able to try their hand in axe-throwing! Attendees learned how to properly throw an axe from a trained instructor and then take part in a round robin tournament. Thank you to everyone who took part in this fun event.

Charlotte CRC Event
CoreNet Carolinas thanks all of the volunteers who donated their time and support to help provide nutritious food to families in need at the Second Harvest Food Bank in Charlotte. Our group of volunteers worked to organize products that will be distributed to over 700 partner agencies including homeless shelters, emergency pantries and soup kitchens.

Charlotte Young Leaders Fall Networking Event
Thank you to everyone who attended our Fall Networking event. We had a great turn out from our members, non-members and sponsors. We want to give a huge shout out to JE Dunn for sponsoring the food, beverages and space.

2019 Annual Sponsorship Program

Gold Sponsor Feature
The sponsors of the Carolinas Chapter of CoreNet Global are key to the consistent success and growth of our thriving organization. The following are several of our 2019 Gold level sponsors. Click on their logos to visit websites and learn more about these vital CoreNet Carolinas partners.